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ON THE ARITHMETIC OF PFAFFIANS1

To Chow on his 60lh Birthday

JUN-ICHI IGUSA

In this paper, we shall supply proofs to the results announced in
[2], pp. 74-75: we shall prove the Siegel formula for the Pfaffian of
degree n over an algebraic number field and also determine the zeta
function of the Pfaffian. In the appendix, we shall briefly discuss the
non-split case where the Pfaffian is replaced by the norm form of the
simple Jordan algebra of quaternionic hermitian matrices of degree n.

The arithmetic of Pfaffians is a very special topic; yet it has the
"generality" of being a typical example of the arithmetic of invariants
of "absolutely admissible representations". We can state a conjectural
Siegel formula for any absolutely admissible representation. However,
at the present moment, the only approach to this conjecture is by a case-
by-case examination via the classification of such representations [cf. 3].
And we shall settle one of the cases in this paper.

We recall that SiegeΓs works on quadratic forms [cf. 6] were recast
by Weil in the framework of adele geometry [cf. 7, 8, 9] also a similar
problem was discussed by Mars [5] for the norm form of the simple
exceptional Jordan algebra. We shall use their results and methods
especially in the later parts of this paper.

1. Pfaϋans. Let Ω denote a "universal domain" of arbitrary char-
acteristic and V a vector space over Ω of dimension m; consider the
exterior algebra E(V) of V. Then E(V) is a non-commutative graded
ring over E(V\ = Ω satisfying

dim E(V)P =(m)(0^p^m), E(V)P = 0 (p > m)
\pl

moreover, for every x in E(V)P and y in E(V)q, we have xy = (—ΐ)PQ'yx.
Therefore
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A=ΣE(V)2P

is an Artinian local ring^with A+ = E(V)2 + E(V)A + as its maximal

ideal. According to Chevalley [1], there exists a unique homomorphism

"exp" of the additive group of A+ to the unit group of A with the

property that, for every v19 -- ,v2p in 7, exp (vr - v2p) = 1 + vr >v2p.

We observe that GL(V) acts on E(V) as a group of degree-preserving

automorphisms. Since E(V)m is of dimension 1 over Ω,GL(E(V)m) is

canonically isomorphic to Ωx. Putting these together, we get an in-

trinsically defined homomorphism "det" of GL(V) to Ω*.

Suppose that m = 2n and take an 42-base e19 , e2n of V we identify

an element x of E(V)2 with the alternating matrix of degree 2n with

the x^ defined by

as its (ί, ̂ -coefficient. Then the Pfaffian Pf(x) of x is given by

exp 0*0 = 1 + + Pf(x)e1... e2n .

We identify an element g of GL(V) with the element of GL2n(Ω) with

the flr^ defined by

as its (i, ̂ -coefficient. Then det (^) becomes the determinant of the matrix

g moreover, exp (g x) = # exp (#) implies that

Pfigx'g) = det (flr)P/(α) .

The proof of the following properties of Pf is equally formal and

straightforward:

LEMMA 1. Let x denote an alternating matrix of degree 2n and Xtj

the submatrix of x which is obtained from x by crossing out its i-th

and j-th rows and columns put

for ί < j and denote by ξ the alternating matrix of degree 2n with

as its (i,jycoefficient; then we have

Xξ = ξx = Pfix)l2n .
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Moreover, if we put a = x2n^2n,y = ^ - i , 2 w , % = Xi,in-\^i = ^ M * / o

i <Ξ> 2w — 2, cwid i/ we denote by η the matrix "ξ" for y, we have

if we regard wrfv as a quadratic form Qy(z) in z — (u,v), the discriminant
of Qy{z) is equal to det (jjf.

We recall that if we have a quadratic form Q(z) — ̂ zSιz, in which
S = *S, det (S) is called the discriminant of Q(z). The well-known
property of Pf: det (x) = Pf(x)2, which is used in the usual definition
of Pf(x), does not seem to come out formally from the above setup; it
follows from some observations in the next section. At any rate, if we
use that property of Pf, we have det (?) = det (x)n~ι and det (η) = det(y)n~\

2. Orbital structure. Let m denote a positive integer and put G* =
GLm(= GLm(Ω)),G = SLm. If X denotes the vector space of alternating
matrices of degree m, the group G*, hence also G, acts on X as x —>
flrίc^. If we put

p{g) α; = gx'g ,

we get a rational representation /? of G*, hence also of G, in X; all
these are "defined" over an arbitrary subfield k of Ω. For the sake of
completeness, we shall review the classical description of G-orbits in X.

Suppose first that m is odd. Then, if we denote by Ur the set of
points of X of rank 2r in which 0 <̂  r < \m, each Ur forms a G-orbit.
More precisely, if we denote by er the "standard alternating matrix" of
degree 2r, i.e., if we put

then, for every x in Ur which is rational over a field K, there exists
an element g of G^ satisfying

•=& a
In particular, each ί7r satisfies the Witt condition relative to any field k.
(Suppose that U is the quotient variety, defined over a field k, of an
algebraic group G by a Zariski closed subgroup of G; then, the "Witt
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condition" relative to k states that, for any extension field K of k, Gκ

acts transitively on ϋκ.) We put Σ7(0) = J71(TO_1}.

Suppose next that m is even put m = 2n. We shall denote by Ur

the set of points of X of rank 2r in which 0 <Ξ r < n. Then each Ur

forms a G-orbit; in fact, we have

a
For every i in Ω, let d denote the diagonal matrix of degree n with

1, - , 1,(—l)*n(n-υi as its diagonal coefficients; put

- * » • [ _ ! ! »]•

Then we have TJn_x = 17(0). Moreover Uo, U19 , Un_2 and V(i) for all

i in Ω form the complete set of G-orbits in X each G-orbit in X satisfies

the Witt condition relative to any field k.

Since we have Pf(p(g) x) = det (g)Pf(x) for every g in G* and a? in

X, P / is a G-invariant on X. We recall that Pf(x) is a homogeneous

polynomial of degree n in #^ (i < £) with ± 1 as its coefficients. Moreover,

if d is as above, the value of Pf at the alternating matrix of degree

2n composed of 0, d, — d, 0 is precisely i. Therefore, if we denote the

morphism X -> Ω defined by x->Pf(x) also by P / , we have (PfYl(i) =

U7(i) for every i =£0 and

(p/)-i(θ) - f u2 ϋi) u ϋ(0).

We shall show that Pf is the only G-invariant on X, i.e., every G-

invariant on X is a polynomial in Pf. Let / denote a G-invariant on

Z defined over a field i£, i.e., such that all coefficients of / are in K;

let x denote a generic point of X over K. Then we have

- AΛ a •
in which d is the diagonal matrix with 1, , 1,(—lfinin~l)Pf(x) as its

diagonal coefficients. We observe that Pf(x) is transcendental over K

and that f(x) is expressed as a polynomial in Pf{x) with coefficients in

K. This proves the assertion.
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LEMMA 2. Let x denote an arbitrary point of X; then x is simple

on the hypersurface in X defined by Pf — Pf(x) = 0 if and only if

rank (x) ;> 2n - 2.

Proof. For our purpose, we can replace x by any other point of

p{G)-x. Therefore we shall replace x by

- Γ ° dλ
~ l-d OJ '

in which d is a diagonal matrix with dx, , dn as its diagonal coeffici-

ents. If we denote by δ the "differentiation", we have

(δPf)(xQ) = ± f; (dr - -di^d^i' dn)tot,»+i
i = l

Hence (δPf)(x0) Φ 0 if and only if at most one of the dl9 , dn is 0,

i.e., if and only if rank (x0) ^ 2n — 2. We observe that (δPf)(x0) Φ 0 is

the "Jacobian criterion" for x0 to be simple on the hypersurface in X

defined by Pf - Pf(xQ) - 0. q.e.d.

In the following lemma, m can be even or odd:

LEMMA 3. Let x denote a rational point of X over a field K and

H the stabilizer of G at x; then H is a connected, simply connected

algebraic group defined over K. Moreover, if rank (x) = 2r, H is iso-

morphic over K to the following semidirect product:

,2r(m-2r)(Sp2r χ S L w . 2 r ) (Gα):

Proof. For our purpose, we can replace x by any other point of

p(Gκ) x. Therefore, if r — \m, we shall replace x by

- Γ
d o

in which d is the diagonal matr ix with 1, ,1,(—ΐ) i n ( n~ 1 )Pf(x) as its

diagonal coefficients; then we have

H=\d °]spjd

LO l j LO

If r < \m, we shall replace x by

"° = [o r o] ;
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write an arbitrary element g of G as

u21 u2

in which ul2 is a rectangular matrix with 2r rows and m — 2r columns.

Then we have p(g) xo — xQ if and only if uλ is in Sp2r and ^21 = 0. Since

det(#) — d e t ( O = l,u2 is in SLm_2r; also, if we write

[X OΊΓl2r vl2 1

Lo JLo im_ J '
OΊΓl2r vl2

o JL
the second factors form a normal subgroup of iϊ, which is isomorphic

to the additive group of v12. q.e.d.

If x is as in Lemma 3, we have

dim (G/H) = r(2m - 2r - 1)

for r < \m in the case where m is even and r — \m> this has to be

modified as dim (GjH) = τ(2m — 2r — 1) — 1. Therefore we have dim £7(0)

- dim (Z - 17(0)) = 3 for every odd m ^ 3 and

dim [7(0) - dim ((P/)-χ(0) - [7(0)) - 5

for every even m ^ 4. We put Xf = [7(0) if m is odd and

x' = ιi c/ω

if m is even, and we call Xf the principal subset of Z. We shall denote

by θι the residue (in the sense of algebraic geometry) of (Pf(x) — i)~ιdx

on [7(ΐ), in which dx = /\j<Ίcdxjk\ this is a G-invariant gauge form on

3. Elementary arithmetric. Let o denote a discrete valuation ring and

p the ideal of non-units of o such that o/p is finite; let q denote the

number of elements in ojp. Let Z° denote the o-module of alternating

matrices of degree 2n with coefficients in o. For every positive integer

m and every element i of o, we shall calculate the number, say JV, of

cosets in X°/pmX° defined by the following congruence:

Pfix) = imoάpm .

We observe that the correspondence g -> det (g) defines a surjective

homomorphism of GL2n(o) to the group of units of o. Since GL2n(o) acts
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on X°, and also on X°/pmX°9 as x -> gxιg, by using the formula Pf(gxιg)

= det (g)Pf(x), we see that N depends only on the order of i. If e is

the order of ί, i.e., if />* = <n for i Φ 0 and e = oo for i = 0, we put

N = Fn(m,e). Since we have Fn(m,e) = Fn(m,m) for every e ^ m, we

may assume that e <̂  m. We shall denote by /w(m, e) the quotient of

Fn(m,e) by the total number of cosets in X°/pmX°, i.e., we put

We shall compute /n(m, e) explicitly:

LEMMA 4. /w the case where e < m, we

Λ(m,e) = <Γ m " f fα - <Γ ( 2 ί + 1 ))(l - q-2ί)-\l - Q~2U+e))
i = l

wzίfe the understanding that the product represents 1 for n = 1.

Proof. Since we have P/O) = a?12 for n —1, we get Fx(m, e) = 1,

hence /i(m, e) = q~m for every e. This coincides with the proposed ex-

pression for /n(m, e) in the case where n = 1. We shall obtain a recursion

formula for fn(m, e) with respect to n assuming that n ^ 2. By Lemma

1, we have

in which a?€ is the submatrix of x obtained from x by crossing out its
i-th and 2^-th rows and columns. We shall denote by y the column vector
with 2/1, ,2/2«-i as its coefficients. Let π denote an element of order

1, i.e., an element of p — p2, and πj the greatest common divisor of the

coefficients of y. If x satisfies the congruence Pf(x) = πe mod pm for

e < m, we necessarily have j <̂  β. Consider the set of column vectors

y mod/Λ such that the greatest common divisor of the coefficients of each

y is πj. The number of elements in this set is clearly equal to (q™>-j)2n-1

(1 — q~{2n~l)). Moreover SL2n_ι{o) acts transitively on the set as y -*u'y.

We observe also that SL2n_λ(ό) acts, as

χsw n y on
Lo l J Lo l J

on X"/pmX° and on its subset defined by Pf(x) = πemodpm and by the

additional condition that the greatest common divisor of the coefficients
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of y is πj. Consequently, the number of elements in this subset is equal
to the product of the above number of y modpm and the number of x
modpm satisfying Pf(x) = πe mod/?™ and such that y in x has 0, , 0, πj

as its coefficients. Since Pf(x) = πe modpm becomes Pf(x2n-ι)πj = πe mod/>m

for such x, the number in question is equal to

If we put these together (and divide by g™^271"1'), we get

/n(m, e) = (1 - ςr<* £
.7=0

This formula for w ̂  2 and /i(m, e) — q~m determine /n(m, β) uniquely.
Therefore, we have only to show that the proposed expression for fn(m, e)
satisfies the above recursion formula.

If we put t = q~2, the identity to be verified becomes

( l - tn~ι) Σ t'n~ί)j ΓΓ ( i - *'"'+ e) = nf\ ( i - tί+e) f
j=0 1=1 ί=l

in which n >̂ 2. Since this identity holds for n = 2, we shall apply an
induction on w assuming that n ^ 3. We observe that the left side is
equal to

j=0

2 ^

= π ' α - ίi+e) + 2tι*-ι»*f[ a - t'-i+e)

i=l ί=2

= fid - ti+e) + Σ * (n~"'fid - t'-ί+β)-tiines
i=l ^=1 i=2

((1 - t1-^+ β) - (1 - t"-1-**6))

Σ, ί("- !>ί"π'd -

If we apply our induction assumption to the last expression, we see that
the whole thing is equal to
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r f a - ti+e) - tn-ι^n\\{i - ti+e) = nf[(i - ti+e).
i=l ί = l i=l

This is the right side of the identity to be verified, q.e.d.

LEMMA 5. // we put gn(m) = fn{m,m) — fn(m,m — 1), we have

gn(m) = Σfj(Sm + 2j -2,m- 1)
. 7 = 1

with the understanding that the sum represents 0 for n = 1.

Proof. First of all, by computing the number of cosets in X°/pmX°

in two different ways, we get

ra-l

Σ qm~e(l - q-ι)Fn(m,e) + Fn(m,m) = q™^-" .
e = 0

We divide both sides by g™^271"1' then, by putting t = q~\ we get

fn(m9m) = l-a-t)mΣ te-mfn(m,e) .
e = 0

If we substitute fn{m, e) by its expression given in Lemma 4 (after

replacing q~ι by t), we will get an expression for /n(m, m) in terms of t.

In particular, we have fx(m,m) = tm, and hence gx(m) = 0; this coincides

with the proposed expression for gn(m) in the case where n == 1.

Therefore, we shall assume that ^ ^ 2, and put

= gn(m) - gn_x{m)

then we have
ra-l

Wm) = - d - ί) Σ te-m(fn(m, e) - /„_,(»», e))

—fn(m,m - 1) + fn-ι(mfm - 1) .

On the other hand, we have

/n(m, β) - Λ_i(m, β) = tm+2n-2Γf[ (1 - tM + 1)(l - ^ " ' ( l

.(1 _ t2n'2)~K(X - t2e) - t(l - t2^"1*^))

N . π α -
and hence
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ΣV™(Λ(m,e) -fnΛm,e)) = -^- '( l - t^^Mm, m - 1) .
e=0

This implies that

hn(m) = t2nΛl - t)d - Vn-ιYιfn{™»™>- 1)

- fn(m,m - 1) + fn^(m,m - 1)

= - ( 1 - t'^-'O/n-iίm,™ - 1) + fn-i(m,m - 1)

= ί2(w+n-2)/n_1(m,m - 1) .

If we replace n successively by 2, , n, and take the corresponding sum,
then we will get the formula stated in the lemma, q.e.d.

COROLLARY. // we denote by O(q~2) a quantity such that q2Ό(q~2)

is bounded for all m, q, and ny then we have

= <Γ3m(l + O(q~2)) (n ^ 2) .

In fact, we have

£ V 2j - 2,m -

clearly, this infinite series and this infinite product are convergent.

4 Asymptotic estimates. In general, by a measure on a locally
compact space E, we understand the Borel measure on E determined by
a positive linear functional on the vector space of C-valued continuous
functions on E with compact supports. If X is a locally compact com-
mutative group and X* its dual, we shall use dual measures on X,X*,
i.e., Haar measures dx,dx* on X,X* such that, for every Φ in the
Schwartz-Bruhat space S?(X), the Fourier transformation Φ —> Φ* defined
by

Φ*(x*) = ί Φ(x)ζx, x*}dx ,
J X

in which (x, x*y — x*(x), preserves the ZΛnorms. In the special case
where X* is bicontinuously isomorphic to X, we shall sometimes identify
X with X*. In such case, we shall use the autodual measure on X,
i.e., the unique Haar measure dx on X satisfying dx = dx*. We recall
that if Λ(X) denotes the subspace of Z/(X) consisting of all continuous L1-
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functions Φ with Φ* in Lι(X*), the Fourier transformation gives a bijec-
tion of Λ(X) to Λ(X*) satisfying (Φ*)*(x) = φ(-χ) for every x in X.

Suppose that X, Y are locally compact commutative groups and
/ : X —> Y a continuous mapping. We choose a Haar measure dx on X
and dual measures dy,dy* on Y, Y*. And, for every Φ in L^X), we put

F$(y*) = ί Φ(xKf(x),y*ydx .

In this way, we get a bounded uniformly continuous function F$ on Y*.
We recall that the first sections of Weil [9] are devoted to proving certain
general properties of this function. Among other things, he proved that
if f satisfies the "condition (A)", i.e., if F$ is integrable on Y* uni-
formly in Φ restricted to a compact subset of S?(X),F$ belong to Λ(Y*);
moreover, there exists a unique family of measures dμy on X, each dμy

being the image measure under f~\y) —> X of a measure on f~\y), such
that the corresponding function in Λ(Y) is given by

Fφ(y) = f Φ(x)dμy(x) .
Jx

We shall show that, in the local and the global cases, / = Pf satisfies
the condition (A). We shall use the following fact:

Let X denote a locally compact commutative group and ψ a non-
degenerate second degree character of X, i.e., a continuous mapping of
X to Cf, the multiplicative group of complex numbers of absolute value
1, satisfying

ψ(x + y) = ψ(aθψ(2/)<ί&, yh> {x, y e X)

for some bicontinuous isomorphism h: X -> X*. Then the Fourier trans-
form ψ* of ψ is given by

in which γ(ψ) is an element of Cf and \h\ the modulus of h. For the
proof, we refer to Weil [8], p. 161.

Let kυ denote a local field (of characteristic 0) and χΌ a nontrivial
character of kv we identify kv with its dual by (i, ί*) —> χ<,(ώ'*) for i, ί*
in kv. Let X denote the vector space of alternating matrices of degree
2n and put Xv = Xkυ we identify Xυ with its dual by (x, y) -> Xviitr^y))
for x,y in Xυ. We shall denote the autodual measures on kυ and Xv by
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\di\o and \dx\v. In the case where kv is non-archimedian, we shall denote

by ovypv, and qΌ the maximal compact subring of kΌ, the ideal of non-

units of ov, and the number of elements of oυ/pΌ. We shall use Lemmas

4 and 5 by taking ov,ρv as o,p; we define X°υ as X°. We shall denote

by d = dυ the largest integer such that p~d is contained in the kernel of

χv and by m(X°Ό) the measure of X°Ό with respect to \dx\v.

LEMMA 6. // i* is <m element of kυ of order — m, we have

= gn{m-d) or 1

according as m > d or m <* d.

Proof. Since the case where m ^ cZ is trivial, we shall assume that

m > d. For every i in o, let £7* denote the open subset of X% defined

by Pf(x) = ΐmod/>m~ώ and m(£y the measure of £7̂  with respect to \dx\v;

then we have m(£7έ) = / n(m — d, ord (£))m(X°). Hence the left side is

equal to

f Xv(Pf(x)ί*)\dx\υ

= Σ V » ( ™ - d. e)( Σ χ.(*»*))
0 i d ™ ^ , ord ( i ) = e

By the orthogonality of characters, the sum of χv(ii*) over the set of

cosets i + pm~d for i in pm~d-1 is 0. Therefore, the above sum is equal

to —fn(m — d,m — d — 1) + /w(m — d,m — d) = gn(m — d). q.e.d.

We take Φ from ^ ( Z J and consider the function F$ for Pf:Xv->

kv, i.e., we put

J(ί*) = f

If fcυ is non-archimedian and if Φ is the characteristic function of X°Ό,

Lemma 6 gives Ff explicitly. On the other hand, since F$ is just the

Fourier transform of Φ for n = 1, in the following we shall assume that

n^.2. We shall show that the case where n = 2 is still exceptional.

In general, let h denote a symmetric matrix of degree m with co-

efficients in kv such that det (h) Φ 0 put

Q(z) - izh'z , ψ(z) = χv(Q(z))
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for every z in k™ = Mhm(kv). We identify ft™ with its dual by (z,z') -*
XflOŝ O; let |dώ|v denote the autodual measure on ftm. Let | i % for i* in
ft* denote the modulus of the automorphism of kv defined by ί —> ii* put
101, = 0. Then (1) implies that

Φ(z)ψ(z)\dz\υ

Since the left side has H^^ as its obvious upper bound, we get the
following inequality:

(Γ) If Φ(z)ψ(z)\dz\v ^max(||Φ||1,||Φ*||1)min(l,|det(Λ)|ί*).

If we identify Xυ for n = 2 with kQ

v and Pf(x) with Q(«) so that we get
det(Λ) = - 1 , (10 will give

\F$(ί*)\ ^ max (\\Φ\\lf 11̂ *11,) max (l,\i*\Ό)-3

for every ΐ* in fcυ.

We shall consider the general case where n >̂ 2. Let # denote the
submatrix of x obtained from x by crossing out its (2n — l)-th and 2n-th
rows and columns let Yv denote the τ/-space. By Lemma 1 we have
Pfix) = a Pf(y) + Qy(z), in which Qy(z) is a quadratic form on Zυ =
ftf"4 with det(τ/)2n"4 as its discriminant. We identify Yv and Zυ with
their duals by (y, y*) -> XvdtrWy')) and («, sO -> χ^zO then | ώ | v becomes
the product of autodual measures \da\υ,\dy\υ, and 1^^. We shall show
that, for any compact subset C of £f(Xυ), there exists an element Ψ ̂ > 0
of ^(YJ satisfying

i*)|^ f

for every Φ in C Let ΦUΦ2 denote the partial Fourier transforms of
Φ with respect to \da\υ,\da\v\dz\Ό; then, by applying (Γ) to

FJ«*)= f \dy\J[ Φ1(Pf(y)i*,y,z)χv(Qy(z)i*)\dz\v) ,

we get

IW*)I^ f
J F

in which
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Θ{y) = f max (|Φ,|,\Φ2\)(Pf(v)i*,y,«)|<fe|β .

We observe that if Φ runs over C, Φx and Φ2 run over compact subsets

of S?(XΌ). We shall separate two cases:

If kυ is non-archimedian, there exists a positive integer JV such that

the supports of Φ19Φ2 are contained in p'NX°υ for every Φ in C; also Φ19

Φ2 for Φ running over C are uniformly bounded. Therefore, we can

take as Ψ a constant multiple of the characteristic function of p~NY°v.

If kυ is archimedian, the existence of Ψ follows from the following lemma:

LEMMA 7. Let Rw — Rm i x x RWί denote a decomposition of Rm

and C a compact subset of ^ ( R m ) . Then, there exists an element ψ ^ 0

of ^(R) such that

\Φ(x)\ ^ Π φ-iteiΆ
ί = l

for every Φ in C and x — (x19 -,xt) in Rm, in which rjix^ is a distance

function on R m ί for 1 <̂  i ^ t.

This is a slight modification of Lemma 5 in [8], and it can be proved

in the same way. We observe that we can take a s i ί a function of the

form ψ o r, in which ψ ^ 0 is in «^(R) and r is a distance function on

Yυ. We need the following lemma:

LEMMA 8. If σ > 1, for every t in &*, we have

£U|ip- f f |d i | v = const. \t\l~a .

If we use the usual Haar measure on kv instead of \di\Όy i.e., the

Haar measure such that the unit disc is of measure 1,2, or 2π accord-

ing as kυ is non-archimedian, kv = R, or kv = C, the "const." becomes

(1 - q- )(l - q1-*)-1 , 2σ{σ - I ) " 1 , or 2>πσ{o - I ) " 1 .

Since the proof is straightforward, we leave it as an exercise. The

following is our principal lemma:

LEMMA 9. // C is a compact subset of S?(XΌ), there exists a'posi-

tive constant c such that
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for every Φ in C and i* in kυ we have σv — 3 for n = 2 and we can

take σΌ — (n — l)(n — 2)"1 for n ^ 3.

Proof. Since we have settled the case where n = 2, we shall assume
that n ^ 3 and apply an induction on w. By Lemma 8 and by the
induction assumption, Pf:Yυ-> kv satisfies the condition (A). Therefore,
there exists a family of measures dv% on Yv such that

becomes the Fourier transform of

Fψ{i) = f Ψ(y)dvM

moreover, we have

|F?(i*)| ^ ί FrCijmaxαiii -'iί*!;-1)-2!^^ .
J/ίt;

The right side has ||ίV||i as its obvious upper bound. On the other hand,
it is at most equal to

The above elementary integral can be calculated by Lemma 8, and we
get const. \i*\va for σ = (n — ΐ)(n — 2)"1. By putting the two estimates
together, we get

|Ff(i*)| ^ const, max (IIFrll^llFrllJ max (l,|i*|t,)-' .

q.e.d.

Remark. Lemmas 8 and 9 show that Pf: Xυ —> kv satisfies the con-
dition (A). As we shall see, Lemmas 6 and 9 are sufficient to prove
that Pf satisfies the condition (A) also in the global case. Nevertheless,
it is an interesting problem to examine whether we have σv — 3 for every
n >̂ 2. If kv is non-archimedian, it is easy to show that the answer is
affirmative. Therefore, the problem exists only in the archimedian case.

Since Pf: Xυ —> kυ satisfies the condition (A), there exists a unique
family of measures dμt on Xv, each dμt having its support in (Pf)~ι(i),
such that
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(2 ) f Φ(x)\dx\υ=[ (f Φ(x)dμί(x))\dί\v
JXv Jkυ \J Xv

for every Φ in S?(XV). On the other hand, for every i in kv, the gauge

form θi on U(i) determines a measure \θi\v on U(ϊ)v = U(i)kv.

LEMMA 10. The measure dμt is the image measure of \θi\Ό under

U(i)v —> Xv for every ί in kΌ.

Proof. The fact that dμt is the image measure of \θi\υ for ί Φ 0

follows from the remark on pp. 13-14 in Weil [9]. The point is that

dμQ is also the image measure of \θo\v. For the same reason as above,

the restriction of dμ0 to (Un_ι)v coincides with \ΘO\Ό; according to Lemma

16 in Weil, op. cit., dμ0 can be expressed uniquely as the sum of the

image measures of measures on (UQ)υ, ,(Un-ι)v Let dμ denote the

image measure of the measure on (Ur)υ; we have only to show that

dμ = 0 for r Φ n — 1. We use the action of G* = GL2n(kυ) on Xv and

manipulate (2) as in Weil, loc. cit. then we get

in which t = det(g). Since (Ϊ7O)B, ,(t/w_iX, are invariant under the
action of G*, by taking 0 as i, we get

dμigx'g) = \t\«n-»dμ(x)

for every g in G*. On the other hand, let ί P denote the stabilizer of

G* at the representative of (Ur)v composed of er> 0,0,0; then, as we

have seen in the proof of Lemma 3, H* consists of

* = L 0

in which uλ is in Sp2r(kυ), u2 in GL2{n_r)(kv), and ul2 in M2r^n_r){kv).

Therefore, if we put ω(g) = dux Λ eẐ 2 Λ d^12, for every a in i ϊ* we have

ω{a~ιga) = det (α)2rω(#). Hence, if dμ ^ 0, by the theory of relatively

invariant measures, we get |det (a)^'^ = |det(α)|^r for every a in H*.

This implies that r = n — 1. q.e.d.

5. A dominant series. We shall prove the convergence of a certain

series which will turn out to be a dominant series for the Eisenstein-

Siegel series. We shall start by proving the following elementary lemma:
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LEMMA 11. Let kv denote an archimedian local field, dt the usual

Haar measure on kv normalized by the condition that the unit disc in

kυy defined by \t\υ ̂  1, is of measure 2 or 2π according as kυ = R or

kυ = C; suppose that a,δ > 0 and tQ,tγ elements of kv, in which \tQ\υ ̂  δ.

Then there exists a positive constant c0, for which we can take min (1,2δ)

or (π/2) min (1,45) according as kΌ = R or kυ = C, such that

rnϊnr (\t \t\Λ~arlt'>r *mmr (\t \ \t } ~ a

Proof. For the sake of simplicity, we put t0 — α, tx = b also, we

shall denote by C and C" the subsets of kv defined respectively by 11 — b \

^ 1 and | ί | ^ |α|. We are supposed to show that

= I
Jc

(\a\V9\t\Ό)~adt

is at least equal to Co maxQαM&l,,) a provided that \a\υ ̂  δ. Suppose

first that l&l ̂  i ; then r = 1 - (2I&I)"1 ̂  0. Let C" denote the subset

of kΌ defined by 11 — rb | ^ J then C" is contained in the subset of C

defined by \t - b\ ̂  1, | ί | ^ |&|. Therefore, on C" we have max (\a\v,\t\vY
a

^ max(|α|υ,|&|J~α; hence

in which m{C") is the measure of C" with respect to dt. We have

m{C") = 1 for fcυ = R and mCC'O = ττ/2 for fcυ = C. Suppose next that

I b I <Ξ; I let C" denote the intersection of C and C7. Then, on C" we

have max (|α|B, Iίl,,)"" = \a\za ^ max(|α| v, |6 | J- α ; hence

If C is contained in C, we have mCC'O = m(C0 = 2 | d | υ ^ 2^ for fcυ = R

and m(C") = 2π\a\Ό ̂  2τr̂  for fcυ = C. If C" is not contained in C, we

have | α | > l — | & | ^ £ . Therefore C" contains the subset of kv defined

by \t\^i; hence m(C") ̂ 1 for kΌ = R and m(C") ̂  ττ/2 for fc, = C.

Therefore, we can take min (1,2^) as c0 for kυ = R and min (7r/2,2τr<0 =

(τr/2)min(l,4^) as c0 for kυ = C. q.e.d.

Lemma 11 will be used in the proof of the following equally

elementary lemma:

LEMMA 12, Let Lt(x) = aixxx + + aidxd for 1 ^ i ^ d denote
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linear forms on Rd, which are linearly independent over C, such that

Li(x) for 1 <J i rg rλ have real coefficients and Lri+j(x),Lri+r2+j(x) for 1 <^

j ^ r2 have conjugate complex coefficients; let (V λd) denote a variable

point of (R$)d satisfying λri+j = λri+r2+j for 1 ^ j ^ r 2; /or αrcy or > 1,

consider the function φ Ξ> 0 o% Rd defined by

d

φ(x) = Π maxϋolL^)!)-" .
ί = l

Then, if we restrict λ19 - - ,λd by λt Ξ> const. > 0, there exists a positive

constant c, which is independent of λu ,λd, such that

Proof. We shall first calculate the integral of φ over Rd with

respect to the usual Haar measure dx. We put yt = Lt(x) for 1 <̂  ί ^ d

and regard 2/r1+j>2/r1+r2+j as (conjugate complex) points of C. In this

way, we get an R-linear bisection of Rd to R r i x Cra we call them the

cc-space and the τ/-space. Let a denote the coefficient-matrix of the linear

transformation then we have

iΨ(x)dx = \det(a)\-1(2a(a - l)- 1 ) r i + r i π r ". ίf[

Consider the image, say V, under y — ax of the subset of the α -space

defined by !#!«, — max(1^1, ,|a?d|) ^ 1; then V is a neighborhood of 0

in the ^/-space. Therefore, if we take N sufficiently large, the image of

the set defined by [x^ <? N contains the set defined by |^|TO ^ 1. We take

as N the smallest positive integer satisfying this condition; N depends

only on a. Let n denote an arbitrary element of Zd then, by a simple

calculation depending on Lemma 11, we get

φ(x)dx ^ cλ'ψ{n) .

In fact, if the condition on λ19 ,λd is of the form λt ^ δ > 0 for 1 <;

i^rx and λri+j ^ 3* for 1 ^ j <̂  r2, the calculation shows that we can

take

cλ = |det (α)l"1 min (1,2^)ri((ττ/2) min (1,

Therefore, by taking the summation over Zd, we get
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(2Λ0*f
J R

hence the lemma holds with

c = (42V)*(α(α - l)'1)9*1^2 min (1,23)"ri min (1,4<5)"r2 .

q.e.d.

Let k denote an algebraic number field and o the ring of integers

of k; choose a Z-base au « ,α d of 0. We know that there are d =

[k: Q] distinct homomorphisms of k to C the corresponding images

fail- -did) of ( α r αd) for 1 <̂  £ ̂  d can be so arranged that the matrix

a satisfies the condition in Lemma 12. We need two basic theorems in

number theory: one states that the ideal class group of k is finite. Let

£>«, denote the set of archimedian valuations on k. Then, another states

that if we map the unit group of o to (R;) r i + r a as u^ (\u\υ)υeSoo, the

image group forms a lattice in the subgroup defined by the condition

that the product of all coordinates is 1. Consequently, for any b in kx

such that the product of all coordinates in (Rj) r i + r 2 is at least equal to

1, there exists a unit u of o satisfying \ub\υ ^ δ > 0 for every v in £«,,

in which δ depends only on k.

PROPOSITION 1. Let v denote a valuation on k, n a non-negative

integer, and ε a positive real number; suppose that σv> n for all v and

συ >̂ n + 1 + ε for almost all v. Then the series

Σ Π max ( 1 , 1 ^ , -^l ίnl*)-" ,
i v

in which i = (v -in) runs over kn, is convergent.

Proof. Since the convergence is clear for n = 0, we shall assume

that n ^ 1 and apply an induction on n. Let E denote a subset of

{1, - ,n) and kE the subset of kn consisting of those i in which ip Φ 0

for every p in E and ip = 0 for every other p then kn becomes the dis-

joint union of kE for all E. By'the induction assumption, the partial sum

over kE is convergent for every E Φ {1, , n). Therefore we have only

to prove the convergence of the partial sum over (kx)n. By assumption,

there exist real numbers a,β and a finite set S of valuations on k

satisfying β> n + 1> a> n such that συ ^ a for all v and συ ^ β for

all v not in S. We can replace S by any larger set without changing
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a, β. Suppose that r19 , rh form a complete set of representatives of the

ideal class group of k; we may assume that they are integral ideals.

We shall assume that S contains all prime factors of r19---9rh as well

as the set S*. We observe that, as a function of σ, max ( 1 , 1 ^ , , \in\v)~σ

is monotone decreasing. Therefore, we have only to prove the convergence

in the case where σv — a for all v in S and σv = β for all v not in S.

Let i = ( v 'ίn) denote an arbitrary element of (kx)n; then there exists

a set of integral ideals a19 ,α n, b satisfying bip = ap for 1 <̂  p <; n.

We can assume that a19 —9an9b are relatively prime; then the set is

unique. Moreover, there exists a unique index j such that brό = ob for

some b Φ 0 in o; put bίp = d p ; then we have avτs — oap, hence ap Φ 0

is in 0, for every p. Since we can multiply any unit of o to δ, we may

assume that \b\υ ^ δ > 0 for every v in S,, in which δ depends only on fc.

We observe that if a power pe of a prime ideal p of 0 divides

di, ,α n , 6, it divides r, hence p is in S. Let pe denote the highest

power of p which divides at least one of the r19 -,rh and put

C = Π ( W β β ,
pes

in which iV denotes the norm. Then, by using the product-formula,

we get

Π max ( 1 , 1 ^ , 9\in\Ό)-συ

= Π | 6 | ^ max (16^,1^1,,, -9\an\υ)-βv

V

^ C (Π 16!«)""'( Π max(|δ|«|αi|,, ,Kk)""
ves veSco

Therefore it is enough to show that the sum of the right side for

(αx an) running over on and ob over the set of non-zero principal ideals

of o is convergent. We recall that we have selected a unique generator

b of ob satisfying \b\v ^ δ for every v in Sro. Since we have a > n9 we

can apply Lemma 12 repeatedly, and we get

Σ
)̂ const •( Π 161,)"""

Therefore we have only to show that the series

Σ ( Π Iδ!.)""'( Π |δ|β)"-"
ob ves vβSoo
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is convergent. Again by the product-formula, this can be written as

Σ ( Π |δ|β)β-n(Π \b\v)β-n

b e s S es

~ιWe observe that this series is at most equal to the product of (1 — (Np)~ia~n))
for all p in S multiplied by the product of (1 - (Np)"^"^)"1 for all p
not in S. We recall finally that the sum of (Nά)~σ over the set of all
integral ideals a of k is convergent for σ > 1. q.e.d.

Remark. If i is a point of the projective space Pn(k) and (ί0, i19 , in)
a representative of i,

H(i) = Π max (\io\υ, | ^ , , |in|β)
V

does not depend on the choice of the representative; it is called the
height of ί [cf. 4]. As a corollary of Proposition 1, we get the well-
known fact stating that the series

Σ
eP

is convergent for σ > n + 1 see also [5], pp. 133-134.

6. The Siegel formula. We go back to the representation p of G =
SLm in the vector space X of alternating matices of degree m ;> 2 defined
over k by p(g) x = gxιg we take as k an algebraic number field. Let
dg denote a gauge form on G defined over k and \dg\A the corresponding
"Tamagawa measure" on the adelization GA of G this is an intrinsically
defined (bi-invariant) Haar measure on GA. We know that, for every
Φ in the Schwartz-Bruhat space S?(XA), the integral

= f ( Σ Φ(p(g).ξ))\dg\A
JGA/Gk ξexjc

KΦ)

is absolutely convergent [cf. 3]. We have seen that every G-orbit in X
defined over k contains a fc-rational point hence it is of the form U =
p(G)-ξ for some ξ in Xk. We also recall that U satisfies the Witt con-
dition relative to any field; that the stabilizer of G at ξ is unimodular
and has 1 as its "Tamagawa number". Let Θ denote a G-invariant gauge
form on U defined over k and \θ\A the corresponding Tamagawa measure
on UA; then, by a standard argument [cf. 7, pp. 24-31; 9, pp. 14-16],
we get
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U JUA

In the case where m is even, the set of E7's contains U(i) for all i in k

as its members the remaining part consists of E7r for 0 fg r < \m — 1.

In the case where m is odd, the set of £7's consists of £7(0) and E7r for

the same values of r. We observe that, for £7 = E7(i), we can take the

residue θt of (P/(#) — i)~ιdx on 17(0 as θ we shall denote the 0 for

£7 = E7r by ωr. In the case where m is odd, the above identity is the

Siegel formula with the integral of Φ over £7(0) as the (incomplete)

EisensteinSiegel series. In the case where m = 2n, because of the ex-

istence of an invariant, we will get a Siegel formula with a non-trivial

Eisenstein-Siegel series.

Let χ denote a non-trivial character of kA/k; we identify kA with

its dual by (i,i*) —• χ(ii*) for i,i* in kA\ we put [x,y] = \tr(xιy) and

identify XA with its dual by (x,y) -> χ([x, y]) for x,y in Z^. Then the

autodual measure \dx\A on Z^ is the Haar measure with respect to which

XA/Xk is of measure 1. For every Φ in S?(XA)f we define a function

F$ on fc4 as

Fί(i*)=f

Let χυ denote the t -component of χ, i.e., the character of the v-comple-

tion kv of k defined as the product of the canonical injection kΌ —• kA

and χ; then, for almost all v9 the usual Haar measure on kΌ is autodual.

Hence, for almost all non-archimedian v,oΌ is the kernel of χΌ and

m(X°) = 1. We recall that XA is the inductive limit of Xs = X°o X X19

in which

z§ - π XI, Xi = Π Xv,

for S running over the family of finite sets of valuations on k containing

Seo. Therefore, for every compact subset C of S?(XA), there exist an S

and a compact subset d of ^(ZO such that every Φ in C is of the form

ΦQ ® Φι> in which Φo is the characteristic function of Z§ and Φx is in Cx.

Put <;„ = 3 if n = 2 or v β S and <jυ = in — l)(n — 2)"1 if n ^ 3 and v e S

then, there exists a positive constant c such that

Σ |FJ«*)| ^ c Σ Π max(l,|i*|β)-
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for every Φ in C. This can be proved easily by using Lemmas 6, 9 and

the Fubini theorem. By Proposition 1, the right side is convergent.

On the other hand, the mapping Sf(XA) X kA —> 6f(XA) defined by (Φ, i*)

-> Φi*, in which Φ^{x) = Φ(x)χ(Pf(x)i*), is continuous. The proof is

straightforward. Therefore, by [9], pp. 7-8, the continuous mapping

Pf : XA-+ kA satisfies the condition (A), and we have the Poisson formula:

(4) Σ Σ

Put (FJ)*( — i) = Fφ(i) for every i in kA; then we have

Fφ(i) = ί

for every £ in k. In order to prove this, we may restrict Φ to any

subset of ^(XA) which spans a dense subspace of Sf(XA). We take as

Φ the product of ΦΌ in which Φv is in S?(XΌ) for every v and is the

characteristic function of X°v for every non-archimedian v except for a

finite number of v's. Then Fφ decomposes into the product of FΦv defined

by FΦυ(ίυ) — (F|w)*(—iΌ), and by Lemma 10 we have

= ί
J U(iυ)υ

for every iΌ in kΌ. This implies the assertion. We have thus obtained

the following theorem:

THEOREM 1. If m = 2n, i.e., if G = SL2n, for every Φ in ^(XA)9

we have I(Φ) = E(Φ), in which

E(Φ) = Σ f Φ(x)χ(Pf(x)i*)\dx\Λ + Σ f Φ \ωr\A.

In the case where n = 1, if we identify x with Pf(x) = a?12, /(Φ) =

reduces to^the usual Poisson formula:

in the case where n = 2, /(Φ) = £7(Φ) reduces to the Siegel formula for

the quadratic form Pf{x) — x12Xu — XnX2i + 1̂4̂ 23 \ the case where n ^ 3

seems to be new.

7. The zeta function. We shall discuss the zeta function of Pf: we

shall see that the functional equation of the zeta function is not as
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"deep" as the Siegel formula—it does not depend on the Poisson formula
(4) involving elements of Λ(kA); it depends only on (3) and the usual
Poisson formula involving elements of Sf(XA).

Let Y denote the Zariski open subset of X defined over k by Pf(x)
Φ 0 then G* = GL2n acts transitively on Y as p(g*) x = g*x'g* with
Sp2n as the stabilizer at en; ω(x) = Pf{x)~^2n~l)dx is a G*-invariant gauge
form on Y defined over k. Let v denote a non-archimedian valuation
on k and Y°v the subset of X°v defined by \Pf(x)\v = 1; then, e.g., by
Lemma 4 we have

f \Pf(x)\;«n-l)\dx\Ό = m(Γ°) = Π d - ^ ( 2 <- 1 })

for almost all v hence /I = ((1 — q'1)'1) is a convergence factor for Y,
and the Tamagawa measure \λω(x)\A on YA is defined. Let | \A denote
the idele norm on the idele group ki then, for (x,s) in YA x C,\Pf(x)\A

depends continuously on x and holomorphically on s. We define the zeta
function of Pf by the following integral:

Z(s,Φ) = ί Φ(x)\Pf(x)\s

A\λω(x)\A ,

in which Φ is an arbitrary element of £f(XA). We shall first make the
multiplicative calculation; this implies, in particular, that the above
integral is absolutely convergent for Re {s) > 2n — 1.

We decompose XA into the product Xo x ZM, in which Zo is the
restricted product of Z υ for all v not in S^ and Z^ the product of Xv

for all v in S^. Then, every element Φ of £f(XA) can be written as a
linear combination of Φ^Φ^, in which Φo is in £f(X0) and ΦM in ^ ( I J .
We shall assume that Φ itself is of this form. Suppose that v is non-
archimedian and that Φv is the characteristic function of X°v then, by
Lemma 4, we see that the corresponding local zeta function is given by

= m(X°υ) "i

in which q = gυ. We observe that the above series converges absolutely
to, say Sn(s), for Re (s) > 2n — 2. On the other hand, if we put
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for m ^ 0, n ^> 1 with the understanding that FmΛ(t) = 1, we have

= ί'm.n-iί*) + f'^m-LnCί) f or m :> 1, n ^ 2 this implies that

Sn(β) - q-sSn(s) + Sn.^8 - 2)

for n ^ 2. Since SΊO) = (1 — g"*)"1, we get

sw(s) = Λ Π ( i - ^ - ( -M))-1;
i = 0

hence the local zeta function becomes

Also the archimedian part of the zeta function is given by the following
Mellin-type transform:

Jx

of Φ^, in which | 1̂  and \dx\n denote the products of | \v and \dx\υ for
all v in S^. We observe that the above integral converges absolutely
for Re (s) > 2n — 1. Therefore, if we denote by ζk(s) the Dedekind zeta
function of k, the global zeta function Z(s, Φ) for Φ = Φo ® Φ^ coincides,
except for an elementary factor, with the product of ζk(s)ζk(s — 2)
ζk(s — 2n + 2) and the above Mellin transform of $«, in the half plane
defined by Re (s) > 2n — 1. In particular, since an arbitrary Φ is a
linear combination of a finite number of special Φ's of the form Φ0<8)ΦOC>,
the integral for Z(s,Φ) is absolutely convergent for Re(s) > 2n — 1.

We shall make the additive calculation vis-a-vis the above multi-
plicative calculation; this gives the analytic continuation and the func-
tional equation of Z(s,Φ). For any g* in G^, the Fourier transform of
ψ(x) = Φ(p(g*) x) is given by

ψ*(x) = Idet^*) ! ! " 1 1 - 1 ^*^^*)- 1 ^) ,

and we have the Poisson formula:
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Since we have [x, y] = ltτ{x
ι
y), we get ̂ (g)'

1
 = p^g'

1
) for every g in

G*; hence

1(0,)= ί
JGA/Gk

for every Φx in <Sf(XA). After observing this, we replace g* by ug with

u in GJ and g in GA, and integrate both sides of the Poisson formula

over GAjGk. Then, by using (3) and \ωr(p(u) x)\A = |det(w)|ΪΊωr(α0U> we

get

Σ ί ΦfaβO *aθ I 0*0*0 U + Σ* ^r I det (%) \22r

(30 * 6 * χ J^*^ r = 0

/ Γ n-1 \

= |det(^)|2(2w"1} Σ Φ ^ W ' ^ ^ I ^ U + Σ^*|det(%)GΓ ,

in which

σ r = [ Φ ' \ ω r \ A , σ * = [ Φ* \ωr\A

for 0 ^ r <; w — 1.

Let d#* denote a gauge form on G* defined over k. Since Γ satis-

fies the Witt condition relative to any field and Sp2n has 1 as its

Tamagawa number, by the standard method we get

Z(8,Φ)=[ (Σ
JG*A/G% ee:

f Σ
GA/GIC ζGY

in which t = det (u). Therefore, if we put

Ξ(t)= £ f
k* JU(i)A

we also have

Z(s,Φ)= f Ξ(t)\t\A\λt-ιdt\A .
J kA/k*

Let / + denote the function on R defined by /+(r) = 1 for τ > l,/+(τ) = 0

for τ < 1, and /+(1) = i put 1 = / + + / _ and

Z±(8, Φ) - ί
Jh*fk*
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then we have Z(s, Φ) = Z+(s, Φ) + Z_(s, Φ). Since the integral for Z+(s, Φ)

is absolutely convergent for Re (s) > 2n — 1 and since the absolute value

of the integrand is a monotone increasing function of Re(s), it is

absolutely convergent for every s; hence Z+(s,Φ) is an entire function

of s. After observing this, we multiply /_(|ίU)|t | i to (30 and integrate

both sides over k^/k* with respect to \λt~ιdt\A. Then we get

Z_(s,Φ) + Pk- (JΪσr (s - 2T)
\r = 0

- Z+(2n - 1 - s, Φ*) + Pk ( Σ > ? (* -2n+l
\0

in which pk is a positive constant which depends only on k; by taking

n = 1, we see that it is the residue at s = 1 of ζk(s). We have thus

obtained the following theorem:

THEOREM 2. The zeta function Z(s,Φ) of Pf has an analytic con-

tinuation to the entire s-plane as a meromorphic function with eventual

poles of order 1 at s = 0,1, , 2n — 1 it satisfies the functional equation

Z(s,Φ) = Z(2n- 1 - 8,Φ*)

and, if Φ is of the form Φo <g) Φ^ and Re (s) > 2n — 1, we have

n-l

Z{s,Φ) = elementary factor- [] ζk(s — 2i)
i=0

We can make the multiplicative calculation also for an archimedian kv

provided that we take a special Φv. For instance, if e denotes the sum

of e19 a an upper triangular matrix with a2 = α4 = = 1, and Φv{
ιaea)

— exp (—trQaa)), then, by a calculation similar to Siegel [6], I, pp. 384-

385, we get

Φv(x)\Pf{x)t«n-ι)\dx\v = const."fl Γ(rυ(s - 2Ϊ)) ,

in which Γ denotes the gamma function and rv — i[kΌ:R], i.e., rv — |

for kΌ = R and rβ = 1 for fcv = C.
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Appendix

We shall first show that our treatment of the split case can be
carried over to the non-split case by an additional observation on Galois
cohomology: let k denote a quaternion algebra defined over a field k;
consider the vector space Hn(k) of hermitian elements in Mn(k) relative
to the usual involution ξ -> ξ' of k then G = SLn(k) acts on X = Hn(k)
as p(g) x = gxιg'. In this way, we get a rational representation p of G
in X defined over k. If k splits over k, p is equivalent over k to the
representation of SL2n in the vector space of alternating matrices of
degree 2n; hence, if k does not split over k, we get a fc-form of this
representation. (If k is an algebraic number field, there is no other
fc-form.) The ring of G-invariants on X is generated by a homogeneous
polynomial / of degree n with coefficients in k normalized by f(ln) — 1 \
f is the norm form of X considered as a simple Jordan algebra defined
over k.

Suppose that k is an algebraic number field and U any G-orbit in
X defined over k. Then (i) two points of Uk are G^-equivalent if and
only if they are G^-equivalent (ii) every G^-orbit in UΛ contains a k-
rational point (iii) the number of G^-orbits in UA is finite. These follow
from some well-known properties of quaternionic hermitian forms. On
the other hand, the Tamagawa numbers of G and its stabilizer at any
point of Uk are known to be 1 [cf. 7, 9], Therefore, if the Poisson
formula can be applied to the adelized space of invariants, we will get
the Siegel formula. The only point which we have to make certain is
the validity of the asymptotic estimates at those finite number of v's
where / is not equivalent over kv to Pf.

Let x denote a point of X = Hn(k) and write x as

in which y is in Y = Hn_λ{k); let f(y) denote the norm of y; then we
have

f(x) = a-f(y) + Qy(z) .

We observe that the 2-space Z is a vector space of dimension A(n — 1)
defined over k and Qy is a quadratic form on Z also defined over k with

-2) a s i t g discriminant. This follows from Lemma 1. Therefore
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the proof of Lemma 9 carries over to the present case by just replacing
by /. (If we were interested only in Pf, we could have used

instead of Pf(x) = a Pf(y) + Qy(z) and thus avoided the use of (Γ).) In
this way, we get Theorem 1 for / instead of Pf.

As for Theorem 2, put G* = GLn{k) and Y = X - /"XO). Then (i)
two points of YJC are G?-equivalent if and only if they are GJ-equivalent
(ii) every Gjf-orbit in YA contains a ^-rational point; (iii) the number
of GJ-orbits in YA is finite. Since we have H\K, G*) = 1 for every K,
the verification of these is simpler in the present case than in the
previous case. At any rate, once we have those, by a similar argument
as in the split case, we get Theorem 2 for / instead of Pf.

Finally, we shall formulate a problem and give its motivation; as
above, let / denote the norm form of the simple Jordan algebra X =
Hn(k), in which k is any quaternion algebra defined over an algebraic
number field fc. We put [x,y] = \tr{xy + yx) and define the Fourier
transformation r as

(rφ)(x)= f Φ(y)χ([x,yΊ)\dy\A
JXΛ

for every Φ in £f(XA); r extends uniquely to a unitary operator, also
denoted by r, of L\XA). We take £* from kA and consider the unitary
operator t(i*) defined by

(t(i*)Φ)(aO - Φ(x)χ(f(x)i*)

for every Φ in U(XA). Let M(f)A resp. M(f)k denote the subgroups of
the unitary group Aut (L2(XA)) generated by r and t(i*) for all i* in kA

resp. in k. The problem is to determine the structure of M(f)k and
also of M(f)A. We observe that / is invariant under r, i.e., I(χφ) = I(Φ)
for every Φ in Sf(XA); that E is invariant under t(ΐ*) for all i* in k.
Therefore / = E is invariant under the group M(f)k. If n — 1, M(f)k is
a semidirect product of k2 by the cyclic group of order 4 consisting of
powers of r; if n .= 2, M(/)fc is an extension of SL2(k) by a cyclic group
of order 2. In both cases, the invariance of / = E under M(f)k forms
a basis of the fact that the Siegel formula gives rise to functions on
M(f)A which are "automorphic" under its lattice M(f)k. If we disregard
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finite groups, M(f)A is the "Heisenberg group" for n = 1 and the
"metaplectic group" of Weil for n = 2. Nothing of this kind seems to
be known for n Ξ> 3.
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